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NEW! COMPACT ACCESS LIFT designed for in- 
ground pools with unique low profile and small 
footprint. Exceeds the ADA requirements with a 
400lb weight capacity.

LIFT & ACCESSORIES:

Stainless steel construction with a powder coat finish 
for strength, durability and corrosion resistance. 

Used with Paragon Aquatics patented Quickset® 
Anchor System providing stability, ability for deeper 
set backs and easy installation and removal.

Compact, light weight unit is easy to move.

Slim one-piece 24V rechargeable battery and control box
with easy access emergency stop button for safety.

FEATURES:
Optional Foot Rest Extended

Cover

Shown in Optional 
Reversed Seat 
Configuration w/
Optional Headrest 
& Footrest

AquaTram Lift

Optional
Headrest/Footrest  

ITEM # PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

11200 AquaTram Lift, includes anchor

11200-A AquaTram Lift, less anchor

11201 AquaTram Lift w/Reverse Seat Configuration

11201-A AquaTram Lift w/Reverse Seat Config., less anchor

11202 AquaTram Lift w/Deep Draft Configuration
 Standard Aqua Tram for use w/Deck to water of 12” 

11202-A AquaTram Lift w/Deep Draft Config., less anchor

11203 AquaTram Lift Transport Cart

11204 AquaTram Lift Cover

11205 AquaTram Headrest Option

11206 AquaTram Lift Chest Strap

11207 AquaTram Lift Cycle Attachment

11208 AquaTram Lift Pull Out Leg Rest Option

11209 Cover for Water Resistant Actuator       

11210 AquaTram 5” Seat Cushion       

11211 AquaTram Lift - Extra Battery

23302 Quickset® Dual Wedge™ Anchor



PRODUCT BENEFITS
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A = Deck to water
B = Gutter width
C = Height of Parapet 
D = Width of Parapet
E = Spa seat depth
F = Spa seat width

Patented taper design provides stability and ease of installation/removal. Anchor set back 
distances up to 23” from the inside pool wall and allows lift to accomodate roll out 
gutters up to 16” wide.

All stainless steel construction provides strength and corrosion resistance. Powder coat
finish provides beauty, durability and corrosion resistance.

Low profile design is aesthetically pleasing for high profile applications and does not
intrude into the water unless in use. Accomodates small curb walls up to 6” wide and 4”
high around pool edge.

Small footprint. Lightweight (about 115 lbs.), taking up little deck space. Easy to move 
and store and fits through most standard doorways.

The non-rotating design means fewer moving parts creating a more durable product that 
has less need for service. Less deck space needed for operation.

24v Rechargable battery operation is easier and less expensive to install than water pow-
ered, more reliable and easy to service with plug and play components. Provides a smooth 
and more consistent ride.

Slim line controls are slimmer, one piece battery and control box with emergency stop 
button providing easier service and more security.

Adjustable/Removable Footrest allows adjustments for a wide range of individual height 
and can be removed for use in spas with benches.

Dual flip-up arms provide easy access and safe transfers on the pool deck and in the water.

Adjustable lap belt offers use to a wider range of individuals with easy velcro closure.
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